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WARRANTIES AND RESTRICTIONS

WARRANTIES AND
RESTRICTIONS

The purpose of this informative note is to give the user some basical informations
about our products .
Powder costings may be used for a very wide range of applications , therefore
it is impossible to summarize here all thge possibilities and the restrictions .
arsonsisi s.p.a. grants that the characteristics of its products correspond
to those mentioned on the technical data sheets of each single product .
Data mentioned on certificates of conformity or on the technical data sheets of
each single code always have priority on any general indication .
It is assumed that anyone using these products has a sufficient technical knowledge
of them and of possible applicative differences related to the coating system used .
Informations here mentioned cannot and must not to be considered as exhaustive .
Anyone , for any reason , is using arsonsisi products in a way different from what
mentioned in this document without having a written authorization from
arsonsisi s.p.a. becomes fully responsible for its own actions .
Furthermore , even if what is reported on this document about products is
granted as correct , arsonsisi s.p.a. does not have the possibility to control
all the costing process ( storage of the powder , condition and pre-treatment
of the substrate , application process , curing conditions ) and therefore is not
obliged to respond in case of contestations , claims and/or request of refunding .
This informative note may be modified during time with no prior information
to customers .
If this edition is more tahn one year old , please contact customer service of
arsonsisi s.p.a. and ask for an updated edition .
This issue replaces and automatically annulates any of previous editions .
This is valid for any following editions , too .

BASICAL INFORMATIONS
FOR A SAFE USE

RECOMMENDATIONS

Powders may cause irritations to respiratory ways .
Avoid to inhale gas and vapours coming from the polymerization of powder coatings .
Avoid contact with skin and eyes ; use proper protection devices .
In case of accidental contact , wash the skin with water and soap or rinse eyes with
plenty of water .
Powder coatings can be considered as combustible but not flammable .
Ignition temperature of the mixture powder / air is 450-600°C .
For detailed safety informations please require the specific safety data sheet
for the product in use , updated according laws in force .

These informations are given on the base of our best experience as well as the
one of specialized laboratories and they are continuously updated , nevertheless
the user has the complete responsibility to apply and to experiment the products
according its own specific necessities .
This document has the intention to describe and summarize the main properties of
arsonsisi products , but in no case it can be considered as a warranty for them .
Further informations about application of metallic effects , maintenance of
goods coated with homologated polyesters or availability of special versions are
mentioned in specific technical integrative notes .
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